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AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 14 September 2007 (14.09.2007)

5 . An on-board unit for tracking the position of a vehicle, the unit comprising:

(a) a GNSS receiver, including an antenna, for receiving positioning data with

respect to the vehicle's position in timed intervals;

(b) a processor in communication with the receiver and programmed for:

(i) determining if the vehicle is moving or stationary;

(ϋ) processing the positioning data to generate an estimated position of the

vehicle by mitigating multipath error in the positioning data,

for the moving vehicle by:

applying a fault detection and elimination algorithm; and

applying a constraint analysis;

(iii) compiling a zoπelog of the positioning data with respect to the vehicle

while moving; and

(c) a memory and a wireless means to store the processed positioning signals after

processing, and to forward them as positioning data streams to a system to enable

billing a user of the vehicle for use of the vehicle according to the zonelog.

16. An on-board unit for tracking the position of a vehicle that is moving or stationary,

the unit comprising:

(a) a GNSS receiver, including an antenna, for receiving positioning data with

respect to the vehicle's position in timed intervals;

(b) a processor in communication with the receiver and programmed for:

(i) determining if the vehicle is moving or stationary;

(ϋ) processing the positioning data to generate an estimated position of the

vehicle by mitigating multipath error in the positioning data,

for the stationary vehicle by:

applying a fault detection and elimination algorithm; and
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(i!ϊ) compiling a parklog of the positioning data with respect to the vehicle

while parked; and

(c) a memory and a wireless means to store the processed positioning signals after

processing, and to forward them as positioning data streams to system to enable

billing a user of the vehicle for use of the vehicle according to the parklog.

17. An on-board unit for tracking the position of a vehicle, the unit comprising:

(a) a GNSS receiver, including an antenna, for receiving positioning data with

respect to the vehicle's position in timed intervals;

(b) a processor in communication with the receiver and programmed for:

(i) determining if the vehicle is moving or stationary;

(ii) processing the positioning data to generate an estimated position of the

vehicle by mitigating multipath error in the positioning data,

for the moving vehicle by:

applying a fault detection and elimination algorithm;

applying a constraint analysis; and

calculating speed and acceleration of the vehicle;

(iii) compiling a zoπelog of the positioning data with respect to the vehicle

while moving;

(iv) compiling a risklog of the positioning data comprising a compilation of the

zonetog marked with the speed data represented as a speed prof ile sand the acceleration

data represented as an acceleration profile of the vehicle; and

(c) a memory and a wireless means to store the processed positioning signals after

processing, and to forward them as positioning data streams to a system to enable

billing a user of the vehicle for use of the vehicle according to the zonelog and the

risklog.
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18. An on-board unit for tracking the position of vehicle that is moving or stationary,

the unit comprising:

(a) a GNSS receiver, including an antenna, for receiving positioning data with

respect to the vehicle's position in timed intervals;

(b) a processor in communication with the receiver and prograr πmed for:

(i) determining if the vehicle is moving or stationary;

(ii) processing the positioning data to generate an estimated position of the

vehicle by mitigating multipath error in the positioning data,

for the moving vehicle by;

applying fault detection and elimination algorithm;

applying a constraint analysis; and

for the stationary vehicle by;

applying a fault detection and elimination algorithm; and

(iii) compiling a zonelog of the positioning data with respect to the vehicle

while moving;

(iv) compiling a parklog of the positioning data with respect to the vehicle

while parked; and

(c) a memory and a wireless means to store the processed positioning signals after

processing, and to forward them as positioning data streams to a system to enable

billing a user of the vehicle for use of the vehicle according to the zonelog and the

parklog.

19. An on-board unit for tracking the position of a vehicle, the unit comprising:

(a) a GNSS receiver, including an antenna, for receiving positioning data with

respect to the vehicle's position in timed intervals;

(b) a processor in communication with the receiver and programmed for:

(i) determining if the vehicle is moving or stationary;
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(ii) processing the positioning data to generate an estimated position of the

vehicle by mitigating multipath error in the positioning data,

for the moving vehicle by.

applying a fault detection and elimination algorithm;

applying a constraint analysis; and

calculating speed and acceleration of the vehicle;

(iii) compiling a zonelog of the positioning data with respect to the vehicle

while moving;

(iv) compiling a risklog of the positioning data comprising a compilation of the

zonelog marked with the speed data represented as a speed profile and the acceleration

data represented as an acceleration profile of the vehicle; and

(c) a memory and a wireless means to store the processed positioning signals after

processing, and to forward them as positioning data slreams to a system to enable

billing a user of the vehicle for use of the vehicle according to the risklog.

20. An on-board unit for tracking the position of a vehicle that is moving or stationary,

the unit comprising:

(a) a GNSS receiver, including an antenna, for receiving positioning data with

respect to the vehicle's position in timed intervals;

(b) a processor in communication with the receiver and programmed for:

(i) determining if the vehicle is moving or stationary;

(ii) processing the positioning data to generate an estimated position of the

vehicle by mitigating multipath error in the positioning data,

for the moving vehicle by:

applying a fault detection and elimination algorithm;

applying a constraint analysis; and

calculating speed and acceleration of the vehicle; and



for the stationary vehicle by:

applying a fault detection and elimination algorithm;

(iii) compiling a zonelog of the positioning data with respect to the vehicle

while moving;

(iv) compiling a parklog of the positioning data with respect to the vehicle

while parked;

(v) compiling a risklog of the positioning data comprising a compilation of the

zoπelog marked with the speed data represented as a speed profile and the acceleration

data represented as an acceleration profile of the vehicle; and

(c) a memory and a wireless means to store the processed positioning signals after

processing, and to forward them as separate positioning data streams to a system to

enable billing a user of the vehicle for use of the vehicle according to the parklog and

risklog.
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STATEMENT UNDER ARTICLE 19(1)

PCT Application No.; PCT/CA2007/000456
Title: PRIVATE, AUDITAEJLE VEHICLE

POSITIONING SYSTEM AND ON-BOARD
UNIT FOR SAME

Applicant: Skymeter Corporation
Iπt'l Filing Date: 2 1 March 2007

Claims 1-14 were in the application. New claims 15-20 are presently added (see attached claim
pages 42-46). A set of 20 claims is now in the application.

New claims 15-20 have been added to more particularly claim certain aspects of the invention.
The claims do not go beyond the disclosure in the International application as filed.
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